Galanin and spinal nociceptive mechanisms: recent results from transgenic and knock-out models.
Genetically modified mice with transgenic overexpression of galanin or depletion of genes for galanin or galanin receptors have become available, providing a new approach for analyzing the role of galanin in nociception. Mice overexpressing galanin had a moderate heat hypoalgesia, reduced spinal sensitization after repetitive C-fiber stimulation and reduced development of neuropathic pain-like behavior after sciatic nerve injury. On the other hand, mice lacking the GALR1 receptor (Galr1-/-) exhibited only slight increase in heat nociception in the hot plate, but not tail flick, test and showed no increase in spinal sensitization. The duration, but not magnitude, of neuropathic pain-like behaviors, was increased in Galr1-/- mice after nerve injury. These results support an inhibitory effect of galanin on nociception, but the physiological role played by galanin via GALR1 receptors needs to be further studied.